
Can you submit any of the following tests?

・ACT with Writing

・SAT Redesigned＋SAT Subject

・IBDP

・A-level

Yes

→

Can you submit all of the required subjects listed in each

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance Qualification

Examinations in the List of Application Documents by

Education System ?（※1）

・If you submit the SAT, can you submit both the SAT

Redesigned and the SAT Subjects (Must include scores of

Mathematics Level 2, Physics and Chemistry)?

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓No ↓No

Are you planning to submit the SAT?
Yes

→

Yes

→

We recommend that you take the ACT

with Writing. If you cannot submit it,you

submit "Statement on Missing

Subjects".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement

for Standardized Tests/

University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓No ↓No

Are you planning to submit the IBDP or the A-level?
Yes

→

We recommend that you take the ACT with

Writing. If you cannot submit it,you submit

"Statement on Missing Subjects".

Same contents as the box marked ★
Yes

→

You submit "Evaluation Sheet" and

"Document(s) to prove your case".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement

for Standardized Tests/

University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓Yes ↓No

〇 You fulfill the requirement for

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

Can you submit the ACT with Writing ?（This

includes cases where you have not it at this time,

but can submit it at the application period.）

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓No

Can you submit the ACT with Writing ?（This includes cases where you have

not it at this time, but can submit it at the application period.）

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized Tests/

University Entrance Qualification Examinations.
Your application documents are incomplete.（※2）

↓No

Same contents as the box marked ★
Yes

→

You submit both "Evaluation Sheet" and

"document(s) to prove your case".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized

Tests/ University Entrance Qualification

Examinations.

↓No

Your application documents are incomplete.（※2）

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized Tests/ University

Entrance Qualification Examinations.

↓No

Is the GSAT the Standardized Tests/ University Entrance Qualification Examinations you are

currently going to submit? And also  are you a high school student at the time of application?

Yes

→
Please refer to page 15 of the Application Guideline for a Grace Period.

↓No

Do any of the following cases apply to you?

①The results of your country's/region's university entrance qualification

examination or standardized test will be released after the deadline

（GAOKAO,UN,O-Net,UEE,Abitur,Baccalaureate）

②There is no national standardized test in your country/region

③Your education system is not listed, or you are not sure which

category your case falls into

Yes

→

Can you submit the ACT with Writing ?（This includes cases

where you have not it at this time, but can submit it at the

application period.）

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓No ↓No

Yes

→

You submit "Evaluation Sheet" and

"Document(s) to prove your case".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the

requirement for

Standardized Tests/

University Entrance

Qualification

Examinations.

↓No

Are you planning to submit any of the following test

scores, and also are you a high school student at the

time of application?

GAOKAO,UN, O-Net,UEE,Abitur,Baccalaureate

Yes

→

You submit "Statement on the

Certificate of University Entrance

Qualification

Examinations/Standardized Tests".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance

Qualification Examinations.

↓No

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized Tests/ University

Entrance Qualification Examinations.
Your application documents are incomplete.（※2）

↓No

Can you submit one or two subjects out of Mathmatics, Physics and Chemitry in each

Standardized Tests/ University Entrance Qualification Examinations listed in the List of

Application Documents by Education System?（※1）

Yes

→
You submit "Statement on Missing Subjects".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized

Tests/ University Entrance Qualification

Examinations.

↓No

Same contents as the box marked ★
Yes

→

You submit  "Evaluation Sheet" and "Document(s) to prove

your case".

Yes

→

〇 You fulfill the requirement for Standardized

Tests/ University Entrance Qualification

Examinations.

↓No

Your application documents are incomplete.（※2）

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/admission/assets/uploads/2021/09/List-of-Application-documents-by-Education-System_2022.pdf

※1 For the required subjects for each Standardized Tests/ University Entrance Qualification Examinations, please refer to the List of Application Documents by Education System.

※2 If your application documents are incomplete, there is the possibility that you will be at a disadvantage in the first document screening.

English-based Undergraduate Program AO Admission

The flowchart for Standardized Tests/ University Entrance Qualification Examinations（Reference）

Can you submit the ACT with Writing ?（This includes cases where you

have not it at this time, but can submit it at the application period.）

★Do any of the following cases apply to you?

A.	The ACT are not administered in your country of residence and your country’s standardized test has been canceled.

B.	The ACT and your country’s standardized test has been canceled.

C.	The ACT or your country’s standardized test board made changes to the examination dates or implementation methods, such as conducting examination online, which

prevent you from meeting our standardized test requirements.

D.	You could not take the standardized test as planned due to health reasons, including quarantine.

Can you submit "the SAT Redesigned" and "some of the the SAT Subject scores"?

Can you submit all of the required subjects listed in each Standardized

Tests/ University Entrance Qualification Examinations in the List of

Application Documents by Education System ?（※1）

↓No

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/admission/assets/uploads/2021/09/List-of-Application-documents-by-Education-System_2022.pdf
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